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(b) Necessary and sufficient conditions for mean convergence are
mentioned only in an exercise (§5, Exercise 22) and even there the
treatment leaves something to be desired. It is not pointed out that
the conditions are necessary, and it is not pointed out that the three
conditions can be reduced to two.
More important than these and other detailed objections is the
fact that the authors still conceal the connection between measure
theory and set theory. As in Chapters I-IV, measures are still pictured almost exclusively as linear functionals on spaces of continuous
functions. Regardless of the merits of this approach to the subject,
to raise a student on a diet of that and nothing else will probably retard his ability to communicate with the outside world. And, extol
the virtues of Bourbaki as you will, there still is an outside world.
The reviewer feels very strongly that textbook authors, be they
Bourbaki or mere mortals, should realize that their task is to supplement the literature, not to supplant it.
M. E.

MUNROE

Generators and relations f or discrete groups. By H. S. M. Coxeter and
W. O. J. Moser. Ergebnisse der Mathematik und Ihrer Grenzgebrete, New Series, no. 14. Berlin-Gottingen-Heidelberg, Springer,
1957. 8 + 155 pp. DM32.
It is refreshing to find a book that not only studies groups but also
deals with many particular and interesting groups. The major theorems of group theory have substance only insofar as they apply to
actual groups. The Mathematician with any feeling for groups will
welcome this monograph and its rich display of groups pf many kinds.
The monograph deals for the most part with finitely presented
groups, that is groups G generated by a finite number of elements
Ru i?2, • • • , Rm subject to a finite number of defining relations
gk(Ru ' * ' » Rm) = 1,& = 1, • • • , $ . There are two main faces to the
study of finitely presented groups. The obverse is the problem of
studying the properties of a group defined by given relations. Among
other things we wish to know if the group is finite and if so, what its
order is. The reverse is the problem of finding a simple set of defining
relations for a given group. Both these problems are studied in this
monograph, and a variety of methods, mostly geometrical, are employed. Since the word problem for groups is unsolvable, we are relieved of the necessity of searching for an all embracing method and
may enjoy the elegance of several diverse approaches.
A practical method of enumerating cosets is given. This method
has the advantage that on completion it yields a permutation repre-

